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Abstract. Volume rendering with texture mapping hardware is a fast volume
rendering method available on high-end workstations. However, limited texture
memory often prevents the method from being used to render large volume data
efficiently. In this paper, we propose a new approach to fast rendering of large
volume data with texture mapping hardware. Based on a new volume-loading
pipeline, the volume data is preprocessed in such a way that only the volume
data that contains object voxels are loaded into texture memory and resampled
for rendering. Moreover, if classification threshold is changed, our algorithm
classifies and processes the raw volume data accordingly nearly in real time.
Our tests show that about 40% to 60% rendering time is saved in our method
for large volume data.

1 Introduction
In scientific visualization, direct volume rendering is used to generate high quality
semi-transparent images with details. As millions of voxels are usually involved in
rendering, the amount of computation is enormous. Although much effort has been
made to shorten the rendering time [3][5][7][10], the real-time direct rendering of the
volume data still cannot be achieved by software.
The rapid progress of graphics hardware development offers new possibility for
real time volume rendering [1]. Carbral [2] first proposed to use 3D texture mapping
hardware to render volume data in 1994. Since then, several improved algorithms and
implementations have been reported [4][11]. In these methods, the volume data is
rendered via the texture mapping hardware in two steps. As shown in Fig. 1, in the
first step for volume loading, volume data are read from a disk file (i.e., the first level)
into volume buffer (i.e., the second level) in main memory. Then the data are loaded
into texture cache (i.e., texture memory, the last level) and defined as 3D texture
maps. In the second step for volume rendering, a set of polygons are used to resample
the volume data by texture mapping and then these texture mapped polygons are
blended from back to front to generate the final image. For volume data that can
reside entirely into the texture cache, the volume loading step is done only once. In
the following rendering step, the texture mapping and composition operations are

performed by hardware very quickly, about ten frames per second or higher.
However, due to limited texture memory supported by hardware, large volume data
must be divided into several blocks and rendered one by one. For such large volume
data, the increased time on resampling texture I/O will reduce the frame rate greatly.
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Fig. 1. The diagram of the conventional method

In fact, in many visualization applications, lots of voxels in volume data are socalled empty voxels, which belong to the background or parts of no interest. As the
empty voxels are often treated as transparent (alpha=0) in rendering, skipping the
empty regions may speed up volume rendering significantly, while not affecting
image quality at all [12]. Unfortunately, in most existing methods [2][4][11],
classification is performed by a hardware look-up table in the volume rendering step
so that all the volume data must be loaded into the texture memory for rendering. In
addition, since the texture mapping hardware requires that data in volume buffer be
stored as a 3D array, volume data can not be processed efficiently using the threelevel volume loading pipeline.
In this paper we propose an algorithm to speed up the volume rendering with 3D
texture mapping hardware. Unlike conventional method, a four-level volume-loading
pipeline is exploited to classify and preprocess volume data efficiently. After the
volume data is classified into empty voxels and object voxels, only the parts that
contain the object voxels are loaded into the texture memory for rendering, while the
empty voxels will be kept in volume buffer but not loaded into texture memory. In
this way, the volume rendering step is also accelerated by avoiding the unnecessary
resampling operations.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the related work is
reviewed. Our algorithm is described in detail in section 3. Section 4 gives the
experimental results. The paper is concluded in section 5.

2 Related Work
Skipping empty regions is a well-known acceleration technique that has been
extensively exploited by ray casting type volume rendering algorithms. Marc Levoy
[8] employed an octree of the binary volumes to enumerate the presence of objects in
volume data. Thus for the ray casting method, the ray can skip the largest empty space
containing the current sampling point by traversing the octree. However, the octree

data structure of binary volumes not only occupies auxiliary memory space but also
needs to be reconstructed whenever the classification threshold is altered. Moreover,
since object voxels are represented by a set of octree nodes with different sizes, it is
then difficult to render these nodes by texture mapping hardware.
In proximity-clouds methods [3][14], an auxiliary distance volume is constructed
from original volume data. In the distance volume each voxel value is the distance
from the voxel to the closest object voxel. If the current resample point on a ray is at a
voxel, then based on the distance value of the voxel the next resample point can leap
to object voxels quickly, so that many unnecessary resampling can be avoided.
Although traversing the distance volume is more efficient than traversing the octree,
the proximity-clouds methods need large additional memory to store the distance
volume. In addition, it takes long time to compute the distance volume when the
classification is modified.
The PARC approach [10] uses graphics hardware to identify the segments of rays
that contribute to the final image. Given a classification threshold, the outer faces of
object cells are presented by a set of rectangular polygons. Then for each view
direction, the polygons are projected into the zbuffer twice to obtain the ray segments
that possibly contribute to the final image and only these ray segments are traversed
and resampled in ray casting. Unfortunately, because the depth test occurs after the
texture mapping in the graphics pipeline, the PARC method cannot be used for
volume rendering with texture mapping hardware. Although the envelope of object
voxels can be used to clip the resampling polygons in volume rendering with texture
mapping hardware, only resampling operations in the rendering step can be reduced
and the time spent on volume loading step is not reduced at all.
The shear-warp method [5] takes advantage of spatial coherence of voxels to skip
the empty regions in volume data. The method also cannot be applied in the volume
rendering with texture mapping hardware, as the volume must be resampled by
hardware slice by slice.

3 Efficient Rendering of Large Volume Data

3.1 System Overview
As shown in Fig. 2, our method also contains two steps: volume loading and
rendering. However, a four-level volume-loading pipeline is adopted, where a new
texture buffer is added between volume buffer and texture cache. In the volume
loading step, the volume data is divided into several volume blocks and loaded into
volume buffer first. Three min-max arrays are then built for each volume block.
Given a classification threshold, empty voxels in each volume block are identified and
trimmed off by the bounding boxes of object voxels. These trimmed volume blocks
are transferred into a texture buffer and defined as texture blocks. Finally the texture
blocks in the texture buffer are merged into bigger texture chunks to reduce the
overload of texture memory I/O. In the volume rendering step, after the texture
chunks are sorted according to a given view direction, they are loaded into texture
cache from back to front. Then the texture blocks are resampled by a set of polygons

that are clipped by the bounding boxes. After blending all the texture-mapped
polygons to the frame buffer, a new image is generated for display.
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Fig. 2. The diagram of our new volume rendering method

In our method the parameters of volume-loading pipeline are determined by the
configuration of texture cache, while texture cache that lies in the texture memory is
configured by the operating system and special hardware implementation. In general,
the following rules are compatible with texture cache, where the n, m, s and k are
constant determined by the configuration of texture memory [9]:






The texture data that will be loaded in the texture cache must be stored in an array.
The texture maps in the texture cache is stored in a tiled page mode.
n
m
n
m
s
The size of texture page is 2 ×2 for 2D texture and 2 ×2 ×2 for 3D texture.
A texture page is the minimum unit for 3D texture I/O.
k
At most 2 texture pages can be resident in texture cache at same time.

We suppose that a volume data is axis-aligned and stored as an l  m  n 3D array.
The length of the volume (in voxels) in X, Y, Z direction is l, m, n respectively.
Suppose Vi, j, k denoted the voxel value of voxel (i, j, k) as in the 3D array.
3.2 Volume Loading
The volume loading step can be divided into three phases. The whole volume data is
uniformly subdivided into several blocks and loaded into the volume buffer first (see
section 3.2.1). Next the volume block is classified and trimmed by the bounding
boxes of object voxels, and the trimmed blocks are then moved into texture buffer
(see section 3.2.2). Finally, in order to optimize the I/O performance of texture cache,
the texture blocks are merged (see section 3.2.3).
3.2.1 Volume Buffer loading and min-max array generation
In this stage, volume data is subdivided into several volume blocks. In order to avoid
artifacts caused by seams between adjacent blocks in the final image, each block
shares its boundary voxel data with its neighboring blocks. Two factors are

considered in selecting the block size. On one hand, the smaller is the block size, the
more empty regions can be excluded. On the other hand, smaller blocks would result
in more redundant data on the overlapping boundaries of the blocks and in fact the
block size cannot be less than the size of the texture page. Moreover, the large number
of texture fragments with irregular sizes after trimming would cause the overhead of
graphics hardware, and it is also difficult to merge these small blocks into bigger
blocks to optimize I/O of texture memory. On that account, the size of volume block
is chosen in our method to be the size of the smallest block that satisfies the following
two rules:
 The volume block must contain at least one texture page.
 The volume block must have equal length along each axis. This rule is used to

simplify the following merging operation.
d

Given the size 2 of volume blocks, volume data is loaded from a disk file into the
volume buffer block by block. The number of blocks is

 l 1   m1   n 1 
 2 d  1   2 d  1   2 d  1

(1)

If the last block along an axis cannot be fully filled with the volume data, the
remaining part of the block is supposed to be filled with empty voxels. An array is
d
created for the 2 data slices of the block along one axis; each element of the array
records the minimum and maximum data value of the corresponding slice. Three
arrays that correspond to three coordinate axes are set up for each volume block.
3.2.2 Data classification and volume block trimming
A block list is generated after the above preprocessing step. Each node of the list
contains a pointer to a volume block, the min-max arrays of the block and the position
of the volume block in world space. At this stage, most empty voxels in the volume
block are excluded so that the block will be trimmed to a smaller size and moved into
the texture buffer.
After a classification threshold is specified by the user, the three min-max arrays of
the block are traversed to find three intervals [Lx, Rx], [Ly, Ry] and [Lz, Rz] that are
defined on X, Y, Z axes respectively, such that:
 Vi, j, k are empty voxels for all i  Rx and all i  Rx
 Vi, j, k are empty voxels for all j  Ry and all j  Ry
 Vi, j, k are empty voxels for all k  Rz and all k  Rz

The three intervals listed above bound the object voxels of the volume block in a
box. According to the volume of this bounding box, there are three cases for one
block. In the first case, the volume of the bounding box is zero. Obviously, all the
voxels in the block are empty voxels in this case, so the block is marked as a white
block. In the second case, the volume of the bounding box is the same as that of the
block, which means that the block cannot be trimmed. The block is marked as black
block in this case, and all the data in the volume block are moved into the texture
buffer as a texture block. In the last case, part of the block can be trimmed off, and the
block is marked as a grey block first. Then we choose the trimming axis to be the one
along which the interval length is the shortest. After that, the block is trimmed along

the trimming axis. The remaining part that contains object voxels are moved into the
texture buffer as a texture block. A 2D example is shown in Fig. 3, where the
trimming axis is the Y axis. Only the empty voxels Vi,j,k with i<Ly and i>Ry are trimmed
off. Although the empty voxels that lie out of the other four faces of the bounding box
are retained, they will be skipped to avoid resampling in rendering step. Hence after
d
d
being trimmed along the trimming axis s, the size of texture block is 2 2 ds, where
ds =Rs Ls1. Finally, the information about the bounding box is saved in the node of
the block list.
Border of block
Bounding box
Object voxels
(a) A white block (b) A black block

(c) A grey block before and
after trimming

Fig. 3. The 2D illustration of the block trimming

After trimmed blocks are moved into the texture buffer, the volume data is divided
into two parts. The texture blocks that contain object voxels are moved into the
texture buffer, while the empty parts are trimmed off and stored in the volume buffer.
3.2.3 Texture block merging
Although the texture blocks could be directly loaded into texture memory for
rendering now, the frequent texture I/O and binding operations would degrade the
performance of the algorithm seriously. So we will try to merge the texture blocks
into bigger texture chunks before rendering.
In this stage, the texture blocks are grouped into clusters first. A cluster contains
u×v adjacent texture blocks with the same index along Z. If all of the texture blocks
are black blocks, the size of the cluster is the same as the size of the texture cache.
That is, the texture blocks in a cluster can reside in the texture cache at the same time.
The constants u and v can be computed from the size of the volume block easily. If
necessary, some white blocks are added into the last clusters along the axis. The
position of the texture block in the texture cache (i.e. the texture coordinates) is also
recorded in the block node.
After grouping, the texture blocks are merged in two steps: merging in cluster and
merging between clusters. In each step, two basic merge operations are executed for a
pair of texture blocks: horizontal merge and vertical merge. The merge operation and
the procedure of merging blocks are described below.
3.2.3.1Merge Operation
 Horizontal merge

As shown in Fig. 4(a), two blocks with the smallest difference of their thickness
(block length along Z axis) are selected and merged into a 2d+12ddm chunk, where
dm= max (dblock1, dblock2). Thus for a thinner data block, the extended part will be filled
with empty voxels. The original thickness of the block is saved in the block node.

Although some extra empty voxels have to be added into the texture chunk, this
would speed up texture memory I/O and the empty voxels can be skipped without
resampling at the rendering step.
 Vertical merge

As shown in Fig. 4(b) and 4(c), If the thickness of the two blocks satisfy
d
dblock1+dblock22 , the two blocks can be piled up together. The two original texture
d
d
blocks will be directly merged into a chunk of size 2 ×2 × (dblock1+dblock2). If one of
d+1
d
source blocks has been horizontally merged into a chunk of size 2 ×2 ×dm , the
extended part in this chunk is excluded first. Then the other original block is piled up
d+1
d
to it. The result is a chunk of size 2 2 dnew , where dnew=max (dm, dblock1+dblock2). If
necessary, some empty voxels are used to fill in the extended part.
Texture blocks
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Fig. 4. The horizontal and vertical merge operation

3.2.3.2 Merging in cluster
The texture blocks in a cluster are checked first. If the trimming axis of a data block is
not Z, the texture block is rotated and reorganized in the texture buffer so that the
trimming axis is changed to Z. Two kinds of merge operations are executed until no
pair of blocks in the cluster can be merged. In horizontal merge, pairs of blocks will
be merged according to the ascending order of their thickness difference. That is, the
pair of texture blocks with the smallest thickness difference will be merged first.
3.2.3.3 Merging Between clusters
After the above merge operations, the texture blocks that have not been merged in the
cluster may be merged further if the merging between clusters is considered. For
parallel projection of the volume data, the texture clusters are traversed and rendered
along the Z axis first, then along the Y axis, at last along the X axis. For each axis,
whether ascending or descending order of the indices is used for traversing is
determined by the view direction. Hence, a sequence of clusters {Bi, j, k | 1kNz , Nz is
the number of clusters along Z axis} are loaded into the texture memory sequentially.

If two texture blocks from adjacent clusters along Z axis are merged, after loading the
merged texture chunk into texture memory for rendering one cluster, the other texture
block in the adjacent cluster is also resident in texture memory. Thus the latter block
needs not to be loaded again when rendering the adjacent cluster.
In this step, for each row of clusters along Z direction (that is, the clusters with
same X and Y indices), if there are texture blocks that have not been merged in pair of
adjacent clusters, the two merge operations are executed for them. Fig. 5 shows two
examples of the merge between clusters, where the cluster contains 4 texture blocks.
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Fig. 5. Two examples of merging between clusters

Note that in Fig. 5, although the merged chunk is drawn twice in resulting clusters,
only one copy of the merged texture chunk is stored in the texture buffer, and
referenced by the pointers of block nodes in two clusters. This guarantees that the
merged data can always be loaded and resident in texture memory for rendering the
two clusters with different traversing orders.
3.2.3.4 Notes about the texture block merging
In the above merging procedure, the texture blocks are rotated, moved and merged in
the texture buffer. In order to keep the correct texture mapping, the block position in
the world space is reserved in the block node, while the texture coordinates of the
block need to be updated accordingly. Thus during rendering, the trimmed blocks will
“stay” in the original position in world space so that the volume blocks can be
rendered correctly for a given view direction. A 2D example is illustrated in Fig. 6.
In addition, for a set of texture blocks, different orderings of the texture merging
operations would lead to different merging results. For a special configuration of the
texture hardware, texture blocks with different sizes should be loaded with the
different speeds. Adjusting the order of the merging operation properly may produce
texture chunks that lead to higher texture I/O performance.
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Fig. 6. The top figure shows a block ABCD and its corresponding data (i.e. texture) stored in
the texture space. After moving and rotating the data in texture space (bottom figure), the
texture coordinates of the block is updated accordingly, while the world coordinate is preserved
So the block can be rendered with the same texture.

3.3 Volume Data Rendering
For any given view direction, the traverse order (ascending or descending) of the
texture clusters along each axis is determined first. Then according to the viewing
order, the texture clusters are traversed from back to front, and rendered cluster by
cluster. If all blocks in a cluster are white blocks, the cluster is skipped. Otherwise,
the texture chunks that do not reside in the texture cache are now loaded into the
texture cache. The texture blocks in the cluster are also rendered from back to front. If
a block is white, it is skipped without any further operation. Otherwise, the block is
resampled by a set of parallel polygons from back to front. The bounding box of the
object voxels in each texture block is used to clip the resampling polygons so that
only the voxels inside the bounding box are resampled. After composing all
resampling slices from back to front, the final image can be displayed on the screen.

4 Experimental Results
Our method has been implemented on SGI Octane/MXI, configured with
R10000/195MHZ CPU, 128MB memory and 4MB texture memory. On this system
the size of the texture page is 4k(32×64×2)[10] and the size of texture cache is
12812864. Thus the size of the volume block is 646464. The texture cluster is

composed of 2×2 texture blocks. Since in our platform the texture block with longer
length along X axis is loaded faster than other texture blocks, the horizontal merge is
used before the vertical merge in texture merging step.
We have compared our algorithm with three other algorithms. Algorithm I is an
implementation of the conventional method [2]. In Algorithm II, the resample
polygons are clipped by the envelope of object voxels. To show the effect of the
merge operation, an implementation of our method without the merge operation is
tested as Algorithm III. The full version of our algorithm is implemented as
Algorithm IV. Six data sets from [6][8][13] are used for the test, where the size of the
test image is 400400. The experimental results are listed in Table I, where

 Data Processing Time = Time data classification +Time block trimming + Time block merging
number of empty voxl es
 100 %
number of voxels
(RenderingTime I - RenderingTime IV)
100%
S
RenderingTime I

 Empty 


Table 1. The experiment results of the four algorithms
Data

Data Size

Algorithm
II
Rendering
Time (s)

Algorithm III

Empty
(%)

Algorithm
I
Rendering
Time (s)

Algorithm IV

Rendering
Time (s)

Rendering
Time (s)

S(%)

Data
Processing
Time (s)

Head I

256×256×128

74.1

0.700

0.499

0.406

0.287

59.0

0.156

Head II

512×512×56

68.4

0.963

0.740

0.787

0.510

47.0

0.140

Body I

512×512×78

70.7

1.329

1.032

1.022

0.652

50.9

0.242

Frog

500×470×176

83.4

1.963

1.446

1.235

0.786

59.9

0.374

Foot

250×512×352

76.6

2.552

2.056

1.578

0.978

61.7

0.535

Head III

512×512×256

67.0

3.575

3.166

2.792

1.604

55.1

2.624
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Fig. 7. The rendering time of four algorithms

As shown in Fig. 7, compared with the conventional method, about 40% to 60%
rendering time can be saved by our method for the test data sets. Our method is also
significantly faster than the Algorithm II and Algorithm III.

Fig.8 is the rendering result of the Head I data set by the conventional texture
mapping hardware assisted volume rendering. Fig. 9 is the rendering result of the
same data set by our new method. There is no difference between the visual quality of
two images because the excluded and skipped empty voxels contribute nothing to the
final image. Fig. 10 is the rendering result of the Frog data set by our algorithm. Fig.
11 is the rendering result of the Foot data set.
In our method, after the classification threshold is modified by the user, the volume
blocks are classified again, and then only the texture blocks that contain object voxels
are moved into the texture buffer for rendering. As listed in Table 1, although the
volume data cannot be processed in real time, the time spent for processing is
approximately on the same order of the rendering time.

5 Conclusion and Further Work
To summarize, we proposed an acceleration method to render large volume data with
texture mapping hardware. Unlike the conventional method, our method uses a fourlevel volume-loading pipeline, through which the volume data can be processed
efficiently before rendering. In the volume loading step, the empty voxels in the
volume blocks are identified and trimmed off by the bounding boxes of the object
voxels. Then the trimmed blocks are loaded into the texture buffer and become
texture blocks. Finally, the texture blocks are merged into texture chunks to optimize
the I/O performance of texture cache. During rendering, the resampling slices are
clipped by the bounding box. As a result, both texture memory I/O and the texture
resampling operations are reduced effectively. Experiments show that our method
boosts the speed of rendering large volume data with texture mapping hardware
approximately by a factor of 2. Moreover, the classification of the volume data is also
accelerated by the min-max arrays of the volume blocks. Thus the raw volume data
can be classified and processed quickly for the modified classification threshold.
In our method, if the volume data cannot be entirely stored in the main memory
(e.g., the HEAD III data set), the frequent memory swapping operation would result
in long preprocessing time. Fortunately, the volume data can be compressed and
stored in the volume buffer. After the volume data is classified, only the texture
blocks that contain object voxels are reconstructed from the compressed data on the
fly and then moved to the texture buffer. In our further work different kinds of
compression methods will be investigated to find the best compression scheme for our
method. In addition, the possibility of using our method to render multiresolution
volume data or the volume data on remote machine will also be explored in the future.
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Fig. 9. Image of the Head I data set
rendered by conventional method.

Fig. 8. Image of the Head I data set
rendered by new method.

Fig. 11. Image of the Frog data set
rendered by new method.

Fig. 10. Image of the Foot data set
rendered by new method.

